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Abstract 

In Tabei area of Tarim Basin, the fracture cave reservoir of Ordovician carbonate is an important oil-

bearing series. Carbonate fractures can not only connect pores to form a connected reservoir space, but also 

play an important role in hydrocarbon migration. The prediction and quantitative carving of carbonate 

fractures have always been the research focus and difficulty in this area. At present, the exploration 

technologies developed for fracture prediction include: S-wave exploration, P-S converted wave, multi-

component earthquake, multi-directional VSP, P-wave AVAZ, etc. Based on the fracture development 

characteristics, well logging and seismic data of Paleozoic carbonate reservoir in Tarim Basin, Western 

China, this paper puts forward the idea and technical method of using P-wave AVAZ technology to predict 

fractures. On this basis, the quantitative description and carving of fracture development in a well area in 

the north of Tarim basin can provide technical support for carbonate reservoir prediction research, which 

has important reference significance. 
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1. Introduction 

The reservoir space types of Paleozoic carbonate fracture cave reservoirs in Tarim Basin are various, 

and the differences in size and grade are obvious. According to the shape and size, the reservoir space can 

be divided into three categories: pore, pore and fracture. According to the different spatial combination 

characteristics of holes, holes and fractures, fracture cave reservoirs can be divided into four types: cave 

type, hole type, fracture hole type and fracture type [1]. Fracture is not only an important channel for oil 

and gas migration, but also a favorable place for oil and gas accumulation and accumulation [2]; it is not 

only an important factor for connecting multiple fracture and hole bodies, dividing fracture and hole 

assemblies, and deploying development plans, but also an important basis for the design of horizontal well 

orientation and trajectory during the implementation of drilling deployment. How to effectively predict the 

distribution and development of underground fractures is of great significance to the seismic prediction of 

carbonate reservoirs. 

 

2. P-wave AVAZ Fracture prediction 

The development of fractures in carbonate reservoirs in northern Tarim is mainly controlled by structural 

faults. In the later stage, with the partial transformation of dissolution and other secondary processes, the 

development of dissolution fractures, structural deformation and dissolution are the main control factors of 

fractures observed today. For this kind of fractures of various causes, the feasibility of avaz method is 
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analyzed based on the forward modeling of physical model.  

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of fracture physical model design 

 

 

Fig. 2. Predicted fracture relative density and direction distribution 
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The forward modeling analysis shows that the seismic reflection mode of fractures is random or beaded 

reflection mode, and the relative density of fracture development predicted by anisotropy increases with 

the increase of the scale of fracture family designed by physical model; the development direction of 

fracture family and the physical model are predicted. The design direction is consistent, as shown in Fig. 1 

and Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Fracture plane distribution characteristics of target interval in the study area 

 

In the carbonate research area of Tarim Basin, because of the wide azimuth seismic data, the effect of 
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the prestack seismic azimuth anisotropy method to predict the fracture direction can be greatly improved. 

The prediction method of pre stack seismic anisotropic fracture [5]-[7] has been applied in this area to 

predict the relative density and direction of fracture development in carbonate reservoir. The plane 

development characteristics (relative development density + direction of fractures) of the target interval in 

the study area are shown in Figure 3. Red and yellow are the areas with relatively developed fractures and 

light blue are the areas without developed fractures. The predicted fracture development and distribution 

characteristics are more in line with geological knowledge, especially the predicted fracture direction 

regularity is clearer. 

In the single well analysis, such as well A1, the comparative analysis of the prediction development 

direction of the small-scale fractures in the target interval shows that the prediction direction of the small-

scale fractures predicted by the wide azimuth and narrow azimuth data is more consistent with the 

development direction of the fractures interpreted by FMI logging, and the prediction effect is better. As 

shown in Figure 4, the red and yellow lines represent the relatively dense areas of the small-scale fractures 

development, and the line direction represents the fracture development direction. Xiang. 

As the acquisition method of wide-ranging seismic data increases the all-round seismic information, the 

wide-ranging seismic data is better for the development characteristics of multi Genesis high angle fractures 

predicted by AVAZ analysis technology. Its fracture development direction and relative density are more 

consistent with the drilling situation, and the geological distribution law is more obvious. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison diagram of predicted fracture direction of single well (narrow azimuth data on the left 

and wide azimuth data on the right) 

 

3. Quantitative description and application of fracture 

Based on the accurate prediction of fracture by AVAZ technique, the quantitative description of fracture 

is studied. The results show that the quantitative description of fracture mainly includes the structure, spatial 

distribution and development direction of fracture. However, due to the limitation of seismic resolution, it 

is difficult to quantify the volume of fractures due to the large difference of fracture quantification. 

Therefore, the accurate quantitative description of fractures at present is to realize the quantitative 

description of fracture structure, which is more important than fracture volume quantification in practical 

application. 
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Fig. 5. Intersection of fracture porosity and predicted fracture relative density 

 

According to the intersection results of the interpretation results of drilling and logging (fracture 

porosity) and the relative development density of the predicted fractures in the study area, combined with 

the comprehensive analysis of the well test and development characteristics in the study area, it is shown 

that the porosity of grade I fractures is greater than 0.1%, and the relative density of fractures is greater than 

1.30; the porosity of grade II fractures is between 0.04% - 0.1%, and the relative density of fractures is 

between 1.12-1.30; the porosity of grade III fractures is between 0.04% - 0.1%. The relative density of 

fracture is less than 1.12. As shown in Figure 5, from the analysis of static and dynamic data, it is known 

that grade I and II fractures are effective fractures, and the predicted threshold value of relative density of 

fracture development is 1.12. Less than this value, there are three types of fractures, i.e. invalid fractures, 

which have no contribution to productivity [3]. The development direction of the effective fractures in the 

study area is generally two groups of fracture families in NW-SE direction and NE-SW direction, with the 

relative density concentrated in the north of the study area. The fracture development zone is related to the 

structural characteristics of the local structure. The fracture is mainly controlled by the fracture. In the later 

stage, with the partial transformation of secondary processes such as dissolution, the dissolution fracture is 

partially developed, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of relative density and direction of effective fracture development in the study 

area 

 

The fracture quantitative description technique is of practical significance in the division of fracture 

cave assemblage and connectivity analysis of carbonate rocks. It is an important factor for high and stable 

production wells that fractures connect multiple holes to form a connected fracture hole aggregate. In view 

of the current research level of carbonate reservoirs in Tarim Basin in Western China and the role of 

fractures in them, the focus is on the connectivity analysis of fracture cave aggregates to provide effective 

technical support for exploration and development. 

 

4. Conclusions and suggestions 

Based on the above fracture prediction technology, fracture quantitative description technology and 

fracture application research in fracture cavity aggregate division and connectivity analysis, the following 

conclusions are obtained: 

(1) The physical model forward study shows that the prestack P-wave avaz method can predict the 

development characteristics of high angle fractures of various origins of carbonate rocks. 
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(2) The application of wide azimuth seismic data to predict fracture development direction and relative 

density is more effective, better consistent with well data, and more in line with geological knowledge. 

(3) Quantitative study of well constraints, it is determined that the relative density of fracture 

development in the study area is more than 1.12 as effective fracture, and its spatial distribution is mainly 

controlled by fracture. In the later stage, with the partial transformation of dissolution and other secondary 

processes, dissolution fracture is developed to realize quantitative description of fracture. 

(4) The prediction and quantitative description of small fractures by prestack avaz method provide heavy 

technical support for the exploration and development of carbonate rocks. 
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